
 

 

Georgia Area Steward Council Minutes – January 2015: 

 

1.  Discussion of the upcoming meeting on the 31st, main focus is on Unification, community forming, 

and Area positions/blessings.  Scott Baker to publish the agenda for the meeting. 

2.  An intention at the meeting regarding communities is to have communities to declare their 

intentions and for us to clarify and set a target date for getting in the signatures and charter paperwork 

to move forward. 

3.  Discussion about potential Atlanta Community coordinator.  Ed to invite Eric D., David B, and Bart S. 

to Wednesday's Community Coordinator call. 

4.  Area positions:  decided intially to make the Area Steward position an elected position, 

Admin/Financial/Web Coordinator appointed with blessings.  Suggestion is that Area Stewardship 

Council meet monthly, with a F2F Area Meeting for all men in January of each year to bless men into 

chosen, appointed, and elected positions. 

It was suggested that we encourage a culture that all positions are for one year, and first order of 

business, for each person serving, is to acquire an assistant who would help out now and be prepared to 

take the next term in the position. 

5.  CCP - after much discussion, it was decided that the May NWTA would be a full fee ($650) training. 

6. ST1 - Approx. 12 men expressed intention to attend.  MKPUSA has been unresponsive in posting it to 

the MKP Calendar, Ed will call Keith J., Steve will contact (Rick B.?)  I Cant remember the other 

commitments of support for Jim, so please modify these minutes or send corrections to me and I will 

send updated copy. 

7.  MKPServe Lite:  All of the NWTA is now under it, Staffing, MOS, and Participants.  I was highly 

recommended that all members on this call participate on at least one of the training calls. 


